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Keep going because of
what Jesus did for you.

DO
THIS

REMEMBER THIS

“Butlet
those
trustoff
in the
Lord will receive
strength.
Theyway.
will flyLet
as high
So
uswho
throw
everything
thatnew
stands
in our
us
as
eagles.
They
will
run
and
not
get
tired.
They
will
walk
and
not
grow
weak.”
throw off any sin that holds on to us so tightly. And let us keep
Isaiah 40:31, NIrV
on running the race marked
out for us.” Hebrews 12:1 NIRV

LIFE
APP

PERSEVERANCE—Refusing to give up
when life gets hard
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SAY
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HEBREWS 12:2-3
Fix Your Eyes on Jesus

DRIVE TIME
On your drive this week try out some of these
fun riddles with the kids. “What has hands but
can’t clap?” (Clock) “What is at the end of a
rainbow?” (The letter W) “What goes up but never goes
down?” (Your age) Remind your kids that even when life
gives us riddles and gets difficult, to keep going because
God is with you.
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A STORY WORTH TELLING
By Carey Nieuwhof

Everybody loves a story with a great
plot line. We applaud the hero, sitting
mesmerized at the edge of our seat
while good battles evil, or while right
struggles with wrong, hoping for good
to win. We cheer when good prevails
and even get emotional when the
victim gets rescued.
Everybody loves a great story. It’s just
that few of us want to live it.
Great stories involve conflict. Think
about the movies you watch and
novels you read. When it comes to
the story of good versus evil, there is
always a struggle.
As a parent, I want to see those
outcomes in my kids’ lives. I just
don’t want the drama. I wish my
day would be as adversity-free as
possible. I mean, seriously, who
wakes up in the morning praying for
a struggle? Not me.
I wonder if sometimes in families we
work so hard at finding peace, calm,
normalcy, and harmony that we
miss the conflict we need to have—
when someone’s in trouble. When
someone’s making bad choices. When
someone’s struggling.
Part of me wants to ignore . . .
the swatting of the sibling.
the fact that my toddler won’t eat
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anything other than chicken fingers
(we lived through that . . . twice).
the reality that what was just said
probably wasn’t the whole truth.
the slightly rude tone.
the slow, silent drift away from God.
Because I really don’t want the drama.
I really don’t want the fight.
To ignore is always easier than to
engage. But maybe as parents, we
need some fight in us. Not to fight
with our kids . . . but to fight for them.
That’s what heroes do.
And maybe that’s what God is calling
you, as a parent, to do today.
On the other side of worthy conflict
is transformation . . . character that
grew . . . faith that was stretched . . .
gratitude that someone cared enough
to confront . . . progress. I know it’s
hard.
So today, go have that honest
conversation. Don’t let the bad
behavior slide by once again
unaddressed. Even if it means drama.
In all likelihood, the ending is worth it.
For more blog posts
and parenting resources, visit:

ParentCue.org

Download the free Parent Cue App
AVAILABLE FOR IOS AND ANDROID DEVICES
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